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Excerpt from Chapter One, “Party in Your Pantry”

A well-stocked kitchen makes Lazy Gourmet cooking a breeze. By keeping a few key ingredients 
on hand, you’ll be able to turn the mundane into the magical on a moment’s notice. Tired of 
standard salads? Toss in some roasted nuts and dried berries. Bored of bland eggs? Scramble in 
some capers and feta cheese. Startled by surprise guests? Whip up some Olive and Sun-Dried 
Tomato Tapenade made from ingredients you just happen to have lying around and they’ll think 
you were expecting them all along. (Watch out—they may begin to make a habit of dropping by 
unannounced and hungry.) 

This chapter reveals our favorite pantry-, fridge-, and freezer-stocking items. Everything 
listed here has a reasonably long shelf life (ranging from a week or so to nearly infinite), making 
your well-stocked gourmet kitchen practically effortless to maintain. 

Balsamic vinegar 
This rich, sweet-tart Italian vinegar was so cherished in the olden days that it was sometimes 
included in the dowries of noblewomen and bequeathed in wills. It was even used, once upon a 
time, as a disinfectant and pain remedy. We can’t vouch for its ability to sanitize bathrooms or 
cure tennis elbow, but we can attest to its deliciousness. 

This versatile culinary treasure is used in salad dressings, sauces, marinades—even desserts 
and beverages. Splash it into a dish of olive oil and you’ve got a tasty dipping sauce for crusty 
bread. Or boil it down to a syrupy reduction and drizzle it over roasted vegetables, meat, cheese, 
fruit, or ice cream.

Authentic, high-quality balsamic vinegar is aged for years in a secret progression of 
wooden barrels, each type of wood lending a particular aroma to the finished product. While 
the best balsamic vinegars have been aged a hundred years or more, luxurious and somewhat 
more affordable 12-year-old versions are readily available in specialty food shops and high-end 
supermarkets. For the budget conscious, there are plenty of less expensive though still delicious 
versions available. Some may be made from red wine vinegar, aged in stainless steel tanks, or 
colored with caramel, but they still make for a tasty, multipurpose kitchen staple. 

Capers 
These mysterious little green balls, ranging in size from pea to olive, are the unripened flower 
buds of Capparis spinosa, a prickly bush native to the Mediterranean. Preserved in wine vinegar 
or brine, they have a tart, tangy flavor, and add a surprising complexity to sauces, salads, fish, 
chicken dishes, and even sandwiches. Because capers are pickled, they’ll last in the refrigerator, 
even after the jar has been opened, for months. For a sophisticated crunchy garnish, try deep-
frying your capers.



Dried fruit
Our pantries are like miniature desiccated orchards, packed with all kinds of dehydrated fruits 
just waiting to be tossed into stews and baked into scones. Sweet dried fruits, like dates or 
apricots, are a perfect match for salty cheeses and dress up a cheese platter nicely. Tart dried 
cherries and blueberries add color and flair to a simple salad. Because of the high concentration 
of sugars and lack of water, dried fruits can last for ages without refrigeration—making them an 
ideal pantrystuffer. They’re delicious as is, or they can be rehydrated in hot water to fill in for 
fresh fruit in recipes like our Fig and Onion Jam.

Garlic
In ancient Greece and Rome, garlic was used for medicinal purposes, believed to cure such 
diverse ailments as leprosy, asthma, and dog bites. Ancient Egyptians fed garlic to their slaves 
to increase their pyramid-building stamina. And in the Middle Ages the omnipotent little bulb 
was thought to prevent the Black Death. While modern science is revisiting the idea of garlic’s 
curative properties— the possibility that it might be able to lower blood pressure and cholesterol, 
prevent cancer, and treat certain infections—we use it mostly to flavor our food and ward off 
vampires. It’s even delicious all by itself, roasted until soft and spread on a good crusty bread. 
Garlic should be stored in a cool, dark, dry place—don’t put it in the refrigerator or it will get 
soft and moldy. Unbroken bulbs will last for a couple of months; individual cloves, separated 
from the bulb, will last about a week.

Nuts
We absolutely never tire of our nutty little friends. Keep a variety of shelled nuts on hand to toss 
into salads and stir-frys, or serve them with cheese and olives for a no-fuss appetizer platter. 
You’ll find the recipes in this book sprinkled with delectable pistachios, almonds, walnuts, 
peanuts, and pecans—but one of our all-time favorite ingredients is pine nuts (which are 
technically not even nuts, but seeds). Try this simple experiment: whatever you’re planning to 
cook, add the phrase “with toasted pine nuts” to the end of the name. Doesn’t that sound great? 
(It doesn’t always work, but we trust you to use your best judgment.) These tiny, flavor-packed 
morsels are actually the edible seeds of several different species of pine tree—they live inside the 
pinecone, which is heated to facilitate the release of its delectable progeny. Most nuts are high 
in fat, so unless you’re planning to consume them within a couple of months, store them in the 
fridge or freezer to keep them from becoming rancid.

Many recipes call for toasted nuts because heating brings out their flavor. You can either buy 
them pretoasted or toast them yourself using one of two easy methods: spread them in a single 
layer on a baking sheet and bake at 375°F until they’re lightly browned (7 to 10 minutes), or stir 
them in a hot, dry skillet over medium heat until they’re lightly browned (5 to 7 minutes). Pine 
nuts can burn quickly, so dial down the heat a bit for these sensitive little guys. 

P.S. In the interest of full disclosure we must tell you that peanuts are actually not nuts but 
legumes, like peas and beans. Sorry if that freaks you out.

____________________



Excerpt from Chapter Two, “Tips for Rookie Cooks and Lazy Gourmets”

What seems perfectly obvious to the experienced cook can scare a novice right out of the 
kitchen, so for those of you who are new to cooking, we’ve put together some tips, suggestions, 
and simple explanations that we hope will squelch your fears and make it the fun and satisfying 
adventure it is meant to be. We’ve also included our favorite Lazy Gourmet tips and shortcuts—
tricks that will make cooking faster and easier. So whether you’re a kitchen newbie or a lazy old 
pro, read this section to discover a tip or two that we hope will help you prepare easy, stress-free, 
delicious meals.

Read the recipe
Before you begin cooking—even before you decide on something you think you’d like to 
make— read the whole recipe all the way through. Make sure you know up front if something 
needs to be made the day before and chilled overnight, or if it’s best served straight out of the 
oven, or if it serves two people and you’re expecting 10.

Don’t stress over quantities
“One teaspoon of ground cumin” is merely a suggestion. In fact, unless you’re baking, when 
precise measurements truly do matter, most recipes are merely suggestions. Since this is a 
cookbook, as opposed to a conversation, we provide detailed instructions for making our 
dishes—but please take those instructions with a grain (or half a teaspoon) of salt. If you adore 
black pepper, or garlic, or beets, go ahead and use as much as you’d like, wantonly ignoring our 
recommendations. Just take care not to overdo it; taste as you go.

Don’t stress over ingredients
It may sound strange if you’re used to following recipes word for word, but even ingredients are 
negotiable. If you’re making a stuffed chicken breast recipe, then, yes, you do kind of need a 
chicken breast. But you don’t need to follow any recipe (except when you’re baking) precisely 
as written. If a recipe calls for three or four dried herbs and you’ve only got two of them, you 
don’t need to run out to the market for those you don’t have on hand. Just use what you have, 
increasing their quantities to make up for the missing flavors. You can even swap one dried herb 
for another—just sniff around your spice rack until your nose finds you a good substitute. Firm 
vegetables can often be used interchangeably—vegetables like broccoli, cauliflower, carrots, and 
potatoes. So can the more tender veggies—eggplant, peppers, mushrooms, asparagus. If a recipe 
calls for butternut squash, try swapping it with pumpkin, zucchini, or summer squash. Pretty 
much all salad greens are interchangeable, though the end result may have a slightly different 
look or flavor. A recipe that calls for a soft fruit like peaches will probably work just as well 
with another soft fruit, like apricots or pears. One nut or berry is as good as another. What we’re 
trying to sayis: Don’t be afraid to experiment, whether inspired by creativity or by constraints!

How to heat oil (or butter)
Numerous recipes begin, “Heat oil in a skillet until hot but not smoking,” but you might wonder 
how you’re supposed to know if it is hot enough. With butter, it’s fairly easy to tell, since it 
becomes liquid and you can see it bubbling away. It’s a little trickier with oil, but only a little. 
One way to tell if oil is hot is that it will begin to shimmer. If you’re still not sure if it is hot 
enough, throw a small piece of whatever you are cooking into it. If the food immediately sizzles, 
you know your oil is hot. If it doesn’t sizzle, remove the bit of food and wait another minute or 
two.



Salt doesn’t just add saltiness
One of your authors (if you read the introduction to this book you can guess which one) learned 
this rule late in life. After a couple of frustrating bouts with dull, bland home fries, she had a 
lightbulb moment when she discovered a key rule of cooking: salt doesn’t just make stuff salty; 
it’s more like a magical ingredient that functions in a multitude of ways. As we describe on 
page 15, salt balances out the flavors of whatever you’re cooking, making sweet, sour, or bitter 
flavors more prominent; tenderizes meat; and draws moisture from vegetables, which aids in 
caramelization. If your soup tastes bland despite the fact that it’s packed with innately delicious 
ingredients, add a pinch of salt and—abracadabra!—taste it again. Same with stews, roasted 
veggies, meats, sandwiches, and even desserts. Don’t overdo it—add a pinch at a time and taste 
as you go. Read more about salt on page 15.

____________________

Excerpt from Chapter Three, “The Lazy Gourmet Toolkit”

Don’t worry, you don’t need a professionally equipped kitchen to be a Lazy Gourmet. In fact, 
having spent many years cooking in cramped, ill-equipped San Francisco apartment kitchens, 
we’re living proof that you can get by with the most rudimentary of culinary setups. That said, 
there are a handful of tools that we believe will make your cooking—dare we say your life—both 
lazier and more gourmet.

Ceramic ramekins
“Let’s put it in a ramekin!” We say it so often it’s practically our official motto. But over and 
over again we prove to ourselves that just about anything seems more sophisticated when it’s 
baked and served in individual portions in cute little pots. A soufflé is lovely, but personal 
mini soufflés, served hot right from the oven to your guests’ plates, will have them marveling 
at your style and mastery. Ramekins come in a range of sizes, but for your first purchase we 
suggest buying a set of six 8-ouncers. If you shop carefully you can find them for a couple of 
dollars apiece—it’s a small investment that will more than pay for itself in dividends of diner 
appreciation.

Cooking timer
Don’t risk it. The $5 or $10 you shell out on a good timer will prevent you from ever again 
having to scrub a scorched skillet or dump an incinerated entrée straight into the trash. If you’ve 
never lost yourself in a fine bottle of wine and a riveting “Stars Who Have Cellulite” exposé 
only to be jolted out of your euphoria by the smell of a forgotten dinner turned to ashes, consider 
yourself lucky. But as any cardplayer knows, luck never lasts for long.

Garlic press
Mincing garlic cloves with a knife can be tedious and dangerous for novice fingers. A simple, 
handheld garlic press makes this frequent task a snap by squishing the cloves through a small 
grid of holes like a Play-Doh machine. Some non-Lazy Gourmets are vocal opponents of the 



garlic press, claiming it changes the garlic’s flavor, but unless you can detect the difference 
yourself we suggest you save your fingers and your time and press away.

Microplane® grater
A hand-held flat grater, like those originally invented by Microplane, makes grating cheese a 
breeze. It’s also the best tool we’ve found for zesting citrus fruits. A basic Microplane grater 
resembles a woodworker’s rasp and, in fact, was originally designed by its inventors as a newer, 
sharper woodworking tool. Their manufacturing process creates extra-sharp teeth—great for 
filing wood, but also a huge help in the kitchen. In addition to cheese and zest, spices like nutmeg 
can be grated with a Microplane grater.

Food processor
This is probably the most controversial kitchen tool here in Lazy Gourmet Land. We won’t name 
names, but one of us swears by her food processor, lazily choosing the quick press of a button 
over manual chopping, while the other banishes hers to the dark depths of her tallest cabinet, 
lazily choosing manual chopping over washing appliances. Whether you’re a lover or a hater, the 
food processor undeniably speeds food prep—chopping, puréeing, shredding, and grinding foods 
in seconds flat. It’s the retrieval and cleanup that give rise to debate. Yes, it takes a little extra 
time to pull it out (if you keep it hidden away, that is) and wash (though most are dishwasher 
safe), but give it an honored position in plain view in your kitchen and you just may find it makes 
your cooking loads easier.


